The Exploding Pillow
By Terri Staats

Approx. 21” square

Fabric & Supplies
6 - different fabrics for piecing the pillow center
(The sizes needed will range from 4 1/2” square to 15” square).
1 yd - Border & Backing
Filling of choice
(I’m loving the “down alternative” bed pillows and used the filling from a twin pillow to stuff my pillow).
Optional ~ if you’d like to quilt the top of your pillow25” square of cotton batting
25” square of muslin (or any other fabric you’d like to use up. It doesn’t show).
Lay your six fabrics out and decide what order you’d like them on the pillow, from center to the outside. As
you can see in the picture, it’s the last couple fabrics that you see the most of. Most importantly, you want
to have good contrast between each fabric.

All piecing is done with a 1/4” seam allowance.
Press seams toward the outside.
Remember that you are working from the center out.



Cut a 4 1/2” square from the “center fabric” and the “1st round fabric” (fabric closest to the center).



With a pencil, draw diagonal lines creating an X on the wrong side of the “1st round fabric” 4 1/2”
square (fig A).



Pair the center square and “1st round fabric” right sides together, lining up the raw edges and stitch
around the outside edges (fig B).



With sharp tipped scissors, make a snip (only on the top layer of fabric) somewhere on the line to get
the cut started. Cut on the X up to the stitching lines and open the “1st round fabric” creating the first
round of triangles around the center square. Press (fig C).



Pillow top
fig A

fig B
fig C



You will repeat this process with each “round”.

Measure the size of the pillow top at this point (example - fig C, 5 3/4” square).
Cut the fabric for the next “round”, that specific measurement (example - 5 3/4” square).
Mark an X on the “next round fabric” square just cut (fig A).
Pair the marked fabric right sides together with the pillow, lining up the raw edges.
Stitch around the outside edge (fig B).
Cut on the X - open and press.
Repeat until you’ve used all six fabrics.



Cut 2, 3” border strips from the border fabric.



From each strip cut a border piece to the length of the sides of the
pillow.



Stitch border to the pillow, right sides together. Press open.



From the remaining border strips, cut 2 border pieces to the length
of the top and bottom of the pillow including the borders just added.



Stitch to the top and bottom of the pillow and press open.



If you are going to quilt the pillow top, now’s the time. Lay the muslin piece on a table wrong side up,
batting on top of the muslin and finally the pillow top on the batting, right side up. Smooth out the layers
and trim muslin/batting layers to an inch larger than the top. Safety pin in a few spots to stabilize and
quilt as desired. Square up the pillow top trimming off the remnants of batting and muslin.



Measure your pillow top. Cut a backing piece the size of the pillow plus 1/2” width. i.e. pillow is 21”
square. Cut the backing 21” x 21 1/2”. Split the backing piece in half as pictured ~

21 1/2”


Stitch the backing, back together with a 1/4” seam allowance leaving a 5” opening in the center of the
seam (be sure to backstitch when you start and stop for the 5” opening). I know, I know…. but we need
an opening in the back!



Press the seam open.



Pair the pillow top and backing, right sides together and stitch around the outside of the pillow.



Turn the pillow right side out through the opening
in the back.



Work all the corners and edges out.



Stitch 1” from the outside edge all the way around
the pillow creating a flat outside edge.



Stuff the pillow to the desired fullness.



Hand stitch the opening in the back closed and
your pillow’s finished!
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